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Dedicated to John Rundle, John Nankervis, and all who draw
inspiration from journeys in the mountains.

The name ‘The Great Unknown’ was given by A.P. Thomson,
John Pascoe, Gavin Malcolmson and Duncan Hall to a
peak at the western end of the Garden of Eden ice plateau
in December 1934. To them, the peak was a metaphor for
all the remote unexplored country in the vicinity; and their
attempt to climb it from Adverse Creek had failed.
The mountain was also written about by Paul Powell,
after the first ascent of it in 1939: ‘The Great Unknown
was the mystery that we felt on this cornerpost of wild and
rugged country.’
The Great Unknown can also be a metaphor for our own
journeys to remote mountains and our personal discovery of
these places. For me the unknown has always been a spark
that has driven trips. It carries with it the excitement of
simply being alive, that every day can bring new experiences,
new learnings, new understandings of who and what we are.
Few places deliver that experience of discovery as meaningfully as the mountains.
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INTRODUCTION
So strange it is we wish to go,
Or so they say who may not know,
Not know the breath of mountain air,
Nor feel the feeling of no care;
Not know what nomads ever knew
Or do the things that they would do,
Or watch the cloudmist fade and go

Lester Masters, ‘Some There Are’

THE EXPERIENCE
The mountains speak. They draw us in, take us on missions into unseen
corners, cast spells and sometimes let us on their summits. They throw us
into gorges, stun us with their peaks, drag us into heroic struggles, forge fantastic friendships, and change our lives forever. To those with their eyes open,
mountains can lead to a new reality.
They steer us to the back of beyond then chase us home again, drunk on
adventure, scratched, torn and grinning, back to lectures and work, where few
know or understand where we’ve been. How can the excitement of outrageous
days in the mountains be explained?
But there is an exhilaration in living with nature on nature’s terms,
sleeping out under a universe of stars, finding ways into hidden valleys and
camping on remote ice plateaus where the mountains rise sharp as frosted
greywacke. Being in the mountains is about the joy of being alive, and that’s
what the journeys in this book are about.
Sometimes the tops offer wonderful days in the sun, swanning around in
unexpected tarns, lazing in warm, stony hollows on the crest of peaks, and

afternoon glissades in sugar-snow back to camp. On others, they can lead into
a morass of wind, rain, hail and snow, where effort becomes impotent and the
world crashes into the space of a cage, lashing us to the hillside. That is the
thing about the mountains. They offer everything but promise nothing. The
experiences we have in them depend on what we choose to pursue.
This book is about the experience of being there, of living in the land
and hearing it breathe, feeling it roar, listening to its pulse. Feeling the shock
when an icefall cracks away overhead, seeing puffs of rock dust as a boulder
pulverises down a gully nearby. Not just watching the rivers rise and fall but
being part of and controlled by them. Every good trip has a level of uncertain
outcome. It keeps the mind focused.
It is also about focusing on what is around you. Seeing seiches in alpine
lakes from strong winds, or cooking dinner on a rock outcrop where the steam
sifts while the sun sets, and the mountains bare their teeth until darkness
swallows them. It is listening to a bush robin defending its territory in sharp
strident notes that are reminiscent of a stone skipping over flat water.
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It is lying tucked under a bivvy rock in some isolated valley with a fire
scented by Olearia and Phyllocladus heating the billy for a brew, while drizzle
and rain alternate with the mist rolling in and out among the scrubby bluffs.
In an Otago University Tramping Club magazine, ANTICS 2003, Kelvin Lloyd
wrote, ‘It’s a timeless experience to sit out the weather under a dry rock overhang in the middle of the wilderness. Try it some time.’

THE JOURNEYS
Strictly speaking, the Southern Alps/Kā Tiritiri o te Moana (from here on,
written as Southern Alps) begin at The Divide on the Milford road and finish
at Nelson Lakes. In this book Kahurangi, the Kaikoura ranges, and Fiordland
are included as well.
Throughout the Southern Alps, many remote ice plateaus and wild mountain ranges have gained a reputation amongst backcountry trampers and
climbers for their beauty, isolation and challenge. This book celebrates those
places. A few well-known peaks are also here, including Aoraki Mt Cook, but
mostly it is about those lesser known, less-frequented wilderness mountains.
In each chapter I have singled out three or four trips and written about
them briefly, based on my diaries. These mountain trips are part of a personal
journey of 50 years of tramping and climbing in the more remote mountains
of the Southern Alps.
The photos were taken on a variety of trips, not always the trips described,
to reflect each region. Similarly, lines marked on the maps are there to make
sense of the stories, rather than for any other purpose. They are certainly not
recommended routes and are sometimes particularly unhealthy places to end
up in. The aim of the book is to inspire, not be a guide.
In most cases I have brought an eclectic mix of historical adventures into
these accounts as well. Over the decades, thousands of kiwis have tramped to,
climbed in, and explored for themselves these magical, wild, and little-known
places, and many more have dreamed and schemed of doing so. Part of the
uniqueness of these places is their very isolation and the shared experience of
this among friends and generations of like-minded people.

HERITAGE
New Zealanders have been pursuing transalpine tramping and mountaineering trips in the Southern Alps for over 120 years. For instance, W.G. Grave
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and his companions returned year after year to explore northern Fiordland
in the 1890s. And over the years there have been many other people similarly
inspired.
Roland Rodda, George Moir, Tom Fyfe, Jack Ede, Howard Boddy, S.A.
Wiren, Gordon Speden, Jim Dennistoun, Dora de Beer, John Pascoe, Marie
Byles, Stan Conway, Ray Chapman, Merle Sweney, Alan Willis, Scott Gilkison,
Paul Powell, J.T. Holloway, Ian Whitehead, Arnold Heine, Bill Beaven, Norm
Hardie, the Brough brothers, Peter Bain, John Nankervis, Kelvin Lloyd, and
many more have been involved in such trips. The journeys in this book celebrate our transalpine exploring tradition.
Sometimes their explorations were re-explorations, as earlier waves of
people explored these mountains first, beginning with Māori and continuing
through to gold prospectors, surveyors, geologists and others.
A.P. Harper, Charlie Douglas and A. Woodham experienced the challenge
of their surroundings back in 1894, when camped near Lemmer Peak and the
Franz Josef Glacier.
Towards midnight the gale increased, and the wind howled around us in
furious gusts, trying to dislodge the fly which was flapping about in an alarming manner. Douglas had just said, ‘It is deuced lucky that we tied her down so
well,’ when a squall struck us again, and after a brief struggle with the canvas it
broke a rope, and in half a second the whole arrangement had gone away in the
darkness . . . The wind seemed literally to leap on us, driving the hail with almost
irresistible force, and making it very difficult to rig up any kind of shelter.

It was the tramping and mountaineering club scene from the 1920s that really
fostered transalpine trips. Moir’s Guide, which covers routes between Aoraki
Mt Cook and Fiordland, was first printed almost a century ago. Pascoe’s
guide, The Southern Alps, from the Kaikouras to the Rangitata, came out
almost 70 years ago. In a skilled amateur world where connections reached
into survey departments, local communities, and included capable bushmen,

PREVIOUS PAGE The Volta side of Mt Aspiring (right), with the Coxcomb Ridge on the left.
OPPOSITE Approaching Seal Col on the Barrier Range above the Dart River, with
Desperation Pass to the left.
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mountaineers and hunters, club parties enthusiastically sought out both the
known and the unknown to explore. A small number employed local guides
on these journeys, but most did not.
Keen parties often committed all their Christmas holidays to these climbing and tramping trips in the Southern Alps on adventures of often up to 20
days. They were passionate about the journeys, and they made friendships and
memories that lasted a lifetime.
There was something romantic and exciting about unravelling new places
and truths in a landscape where government surveys were still inaccurate or
vague, then producing updated maps in mountaineering and tramping club
journals. Although this drove a number of exploratory alpine journeys, for the
most part, people sought clarity in these places out of their own curiosity.
‘The most joyous days in my mountain memory are those spent in pioneering new routes, in the exploration of unvisited valleys, in the working
out and placing of unmapped physical features. It is in the unravelling of the
unknown that the prettiest problems and the most generous rewards are to be
found,’ wrote W. Scott Gilkison, in Peaks, Packs and Mountain Tracks, in 1940.

CHANGING GEAR
In days before plastic, clothes and food were carried in waterproof, light
Japara (waxed cotton) bags, made for the purpose. This changed to the more
familiar nylon and plastic bags in the 1950s and 1960s. Tents, too, were of dry
Japara, and parkas, of oiled Japara. Hobnails and Tricouni on leather-soled
boots changed to rubber Vibram soles in New Zealand during the 1950s (after
Italian Vitale Bramani began producing them in 1937. Six of his friends had
been killed in a mountaineering accident, which he blamed on poor footwear).
Swanndri bush shirts and jackets are a New Zealand invention, and
became popular with those in the outdoors all over the country. Many
trampers and climbers used them from 1914 onwards, until lighter, synthetic
polypro and fleece fabrics began to take over in the 1970s. Sleeping bags, originally just square blankets, have been filled with various materials (my first
one, handed down from my parents, was filled with kapok), but New Zealand
OPPOSITE A view of the Ramsay Glacier and lake with Mt Whitcombe behind and
Lauper Peak to the right, from a camp on Butler Saddle above the upper Rakaia.
RIGHT New Zealand’s mountain parrot, the kea, at work on a pack.
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companies such as Fairydown have been making feather-down bags since the
1920s, and it supplied the 1953 Everest Expedition with them.
Packs have been through many transitions. Initially, sacks with shoulder
straps gave way during the 1930s and 1940s to steel A-frame packs such as the
Bergen. From the end of WWII, H-framed packs such as the classic Mountain
Mule dominated, until Macpac frameless (then internal frame) packs were
created in the 1970s. These began a new evolution towards the simple, lighter
packs of today.
Another item carried on many trips until the 1970s was a half axe, giving
those with fire skills the ability to produce a cooking fire in virtually any
weather. Primus stoves were also a feature of transalpine trips, running on
kerosene, then switching to a petroleum distillate (white spirits, Fuelite) in the
1960s. Today, Jetboil gas stoves are increasing in popularity.
Before the 1970s, entering remote alpine areas required parties to back
themselves. No contoured maps, little route information, little accurate
weather prediction, no locator beacons, no GPS and little chance of aerial
rescue meant being as self-sufficient for all eventualities as possible.
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make no mistake. There is an unspoken connection many in outdoors circles share that you won’t find in ‘park plans’ or ‘management documents’, but
which is at the heart of our relationship with our wild lands.
Which brings us back to the journeys and the experience. There are still
some untravelled places; the Bare Rocky Range between the Karangarua River
and the Makawhio, culminating in Fettes Peak has never been traversed, to my
knowledge. But really, chasing down smaller and smaller corners to tick off
has a fanciful quality about it. Who knows where humans have been in the last
millennium in the mountains, and really, does it matter? The joy is to discover
these places for ourselves. A place doesn’t need the validity of ‘first’ to have
meaning. These trips are our unknowns, and we give the places new meaning
by our own trips. And if they are great trips, they stand on their own.
Empower your own journeys, choose your own lines. Part of venturing
into the unknown is accepting that sometimes you’ll get it wrong and there
will be a need to back off. That’s part of the journey. If you want a real challenge, leave the map and GPS at home. I once went to the Olivine Plateau with
just a page from an AA motoring map (due to forgetting the contoured map).
This gives wilderness a chance. Each trip, like every surfing wave, is unique.
Embrace the adventure. Some fantastic trips are waiting to be discovered.

Even what food to take in has improved. Before WWII, many foods were
sundried: beans, raisins, soup, fruit, dried meat and bacon, rice, flour, bread
and butter. Then, new ranges of freeze-dried foods appeared. Vegetables, meat,
macaroni, milk and egg powder all helped to reduce pack weights. Today, the
choice seems almost endless.
All these advances have helped enable new approaches to transalpine journeys, offering the ability to pick weather, carry light gear and food, and cover
much more ground. New opportunities are there for the exploring, and remote
places have never been so accessible on foot.

PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE
In many ways, a transalpine approach is a return to our earlier mountaineering roots and soaks up the full richness the mountains offer. The mountains,
the gorges, the forest, the scrub, the tussock, the rock and the ice are all seamlessly connected. The experience of that completeness, in which both tramping
and climbing skills are required, is what sparks and attracts me.
Each place in the mountains is different. There is only one Olivine Range,
one Volta Glacier, one Bracken Snowfield. Though these are all in Wilderness
Areas, they each offer very unique experiences. Wilderness Areas are designed
to protect the cultural experience of wilderness that many outdoor New
Zealanders have sought in the mountains for more than a century.
One of the consequences for me of wilderness journeys is the realisation that nature, not ourselves, will be in charge on this planet in the longer
term. Currently we have taken on the task of gardening our wild lands and
we should do this because nature left to its own devices would consign many
species to extinction. But that leaves a conflict between human selection
and natural selection. Humans assume the right to live all over the planet.
Currently other species are also claiming that right, abetted by natural
selection.
Despite that, I have an acute awareness of the need to look out for the
mountains, for both future generations and the land itself. I feel passionate
that we have a duty of care to see our wild and remote places, plants and
animals looked after.
To me, we don’t so much own the mountains as belong to them. I like the
Te Urewera concept that these places, and likewise the mountains, are their
own persons, not owned by anyone, and that we are all guardians of their
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mana. Likewise, the mountains aren’t just an environment for challenge. They
are an environment shared with a multitude of plants and animals.
The mountains help to support and define us. An intense emotional
connection develops for many trampers and mountaineers with places in
the wilds. This isn’t about views or scenery or just observing. It is a spiritual
connection that has long since replaced formal religion for many. For me, it
is where I go for solace, to reflect and meditate on the world, for friendship in
the company of fellow outdoor folk, as well as for adventure.
As a society, New Zealanders may not express such feelings much, but

OPPOSITE The upper Tuke Gorge in the Mikonui Catchment.
ABOVE The endangered rock wren, or tuke, lives entirely above the bushline, from
Kahurangi to Fiordland.
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Kahurangi is an ancient land of diverse landscapes, ranging from the
friendly Cobb Valley to the remote Karamea catchment, the seldom
travelled valleys of the North Mokihinui Valley and the upper Matiri
Valley. Although never really alpine, Kahurangi has some wild and remote
corners, full of challenge, and the following four trips have been chosen
to reflect this.
The bedrock varies throughout, and this, along with rainfall gradients,
has helped create a vibrant and diverse flora. The Dragons Teeth are just
plain rugged, and so is Mt Kendall. The Garibaldi tops and especially the
Thousand Acres Plateau on the Matiri Range are more like the setting for Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Lost World, high tussock plateaus above rings of
bluffs in places few parties ever visit.

Some areas of Kahurangi saw an early interest by farmers for grazing
and much of the region was scoured for minerals by keen prospectors. In
1929, then again in 1968, major earthquakes devastated whole catchments,
particularly to the south, and much of the damage still affects significant
areas. Despite this, the whole region is a tramping mecca full of outstanding
adventures of all grades.
The high route over the Dragons Teeth is a standout trip, but equally
great journeys can be put together traversing Garibaldi Ridge or ascending
Mt Kendall. All of them will need a head for heights, good navigational
skills, good weather, and luck. Garibaldi is probably the least accessible,
while offering challenging and exposed scrambling. Here are four good
journeys for those who want a challenge.

THE DRAGONS TEETH
BROWN COW RIDGE–BOULDER LAKE–ADELAIDE TARN–
DRAGONS TEETH–LONELY LAKE–LOCKETT RANGE–IRON HILL
6 DAYS: 28 DECEMBER 2008–2 JANUARY 2009
GS WITH PHIL & VICKY NOVIS, LINDA LILBURNE AND CHRYS HORN

To traverse the teeth of a dragon – what an excellent concept for a trip. First,
we consulted the Dragon’s oracle, Warwick Briggs, who has been over the
Dragons Teeth about 60 times. Despite listening intently, we went away thinking the riddles of the route might be too clever for us. We would just have to
talk nicely to the dragon itself and keep our eyes peeled.
Credit for the first traverse of the high route over the Dragons Teeth in the
late 1960s belongs to Keith Marshall. Keith explored the route on many forays
while based at Adelaide Tarn Hut, and he was also responsible for putting the
wire cable up through a gnarly bluff section. When this was removed in the
1990s, once it had become too badly rusted and unsafe, the section became
known as the Wireless.
The delightful names of this area, the Dragons Teeth, Yuletide Peak, the
Drunken Sailors, Lonely Lake, were all dreamed up by Frank and Berna Soper
and Keith Marshall when exploring the area in the 1960s. What a legacy. They
formed the Golden Bay Alpine and Tramping Club and drove the building
process for Boulder Lake Hut (1961), Adelaide Tarn Hut (1964) and in 1973,
Lonely Lake Hut.
From Bainham, our homage to the dragon began up Brown Cow Ridge to
Boulder Lake and then continued to a campsite on the tops near Green Saddle.
Phil cut the eight dinner carrots into 28 pieces, and then Vicky pointed out
this made it a 28-carat meal. We were in for some good food on this trip.
By lunchtime next day we were already camped above Adelaide Tarn, so
we spent the afternoon investigating the start of the high route. Sidling above
the bush under Mt Douglas, we found the odd cairn and ‘Marshall marker’:
round painted lids put in to mark the route by Keith Marshall. But in many
places there wasn’t much to indicate anything. It was a tricky little route,
sneaking over the Nose. Keith must have had a lot of fun sorting that line out.
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ABOVE At the top of the wireless bluff on the Dragons Teeth high route.
OPPOSITE Approaching the Dragons Teeth (left). Mt Douglas and Mt Trident (L–R),
above Adelaide Tarn.
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Bluffs, slabs, scrubby beech, and some serious drops below kept us focused.
At the bottom of the Wireless we turned around and headed back to camp.
While three of the party headed for the low route past the Teeth next
morning, two of us headed for the high route, and after three and a half hours
we had scrambled up the Wireless wall and sat in tussock on the spur above.
The day was perfect, so we set out to pick the Teeth. Steep, exhilarating scrambles took us to the top of both peaks. On top of the highest peak I found a
heart-shaped rock. It isn’t every day you get to tear out the heart of a dragon
and sneak away with it.
Time beckoned and we still had a way to go. Swinging towards the bluffs
of Anatoki Peak we picked up a light trail with the odd Marshall marker, but
often the route was more tenuous. Scree and scaly vegetation led up into the
bluffs and we popped out on what you might call the right leg of the dragon,
the Anatoki Peak spur. We wandered up to the peak, then slept out lower
down, waking to drizzle and mist.
Anatoki Peak is still a long way from the Drunken Sailors, and the country
between isn’t straightforward. The range here forms the dragon’s backbone.
As Linda and I started to feel our way along in the mist next morning, Phil
arrived. He had come along here the night before, and soon we were reunited
with the rest of the party, dropping down to Lonely Lake, with its cute little
hut. This hut had a makeover in 2016, thanks to Golden Bay volunteers
Gaylene Wilkinson and Peter Fullerton.
The trip continued along the Douglas and Lockett Range tops, but the
essence of the Dragons Teeth journey was over. Now it just remained for us
to head out over Iron Hill and down into the Cobb Valley.

Dracophyllum forest high above the Karamea River.
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GARIBALDI RIDGE
WANGAPEKA TRACK–KAKAPO RIVER–HERBERT RANGE–
GARIBALDI RIDGE–LUNA TOPS–GIBBS TRACK
8 DAYS: 28 DECEMBER 1994–4 JANUARY 1995
GS WITH SVEN BRABYN, BARBARA BROWN, GAYLENE WILKINSON AND
DAVID GLENNY

Garibaldi Ridge stands out like a bulwark, rising to rocky summits from the
bushed ranges surrounding it: a genuine battleship of bluffs. Our aim was to
reach this wild and isolated range, find a way up on to the tops through the big
sandstone bluffs flanking it, then traverse east and find a way off, down to the
Karamea River.
Who was Garibaldi? In stature, Garibaldi the man matches Garibaldi the
Ridge. Born in 1807, Guiseppe Garibaldi was a gifted guerrilla leader who led
many military campaigns to free Italy of foreign rule, achieving mythic status
in the process. His support for those less well-off was admired internationally.
We began Garibaldi the Ridge in drizzle, three days after Christmas 1994,
when five of us headed up the Wangapeka Track with eight days’ food. The
weather around Christmas is always a lottery. Heavier rain fell all the next day,
too, and most of this travel was off track. Working our way through the scrub
we crossed Kakapo Saddle, then descended the valley beyond, soaked and cold,
to reach Kakapo Hut, with the light fading.
There was a sweetness to arriving at the dry hut. The fire soon crackled,
the first brew boiled, and we changed into dry clothes. And there was an even
greater sweetness to be curled up warm and dry on a foam mattress, drifting in
and out of sleep, embers still glowing in the fire and listening to the rain drum
heavily on the tin roof. It was better than the Hilton.
Like a castle surrounded by a moat, the Herbert Range snakes from
Kendall Ridge to Garibaldi Ridge, surrounded by the Karamea River and its
gorges. We climbed a steep spur through kāmahi to reach the range at Twenty
Four Tarn Basin, but thick mist hid the tarns and it was raining again.
At the head of Jupiter Creek the range crest dips into the bush, but mostly
the forest is open, with Dr Seuss-like Dracophyllum trees. Underfoot, their

long amber leaves were very slippery. Dave managed to fold one over the
bridge of his nose, giving the effect of a long beak, confusing the local weka.
Few people come this way, so we were surprised – then concerned – when
we caught sight of a partly hidden, musty tent. Inside were personal family
letters, biblical texts, and photos. Wherever the owner was, this was no
ordinary camp, and it left us wondering. Afterwards, enquiries indicated it
belonged to one Gerald Cover, who believed the Lord was coming and the end
of the world was near, so he had retreated to the mountains in anticipation of
this apocalypse.
We celebrated New Year’s Eve camped at the bushline overlooking
Silvermine Creek, with the bluffs of Garibaldi Ridge spread before us. West of
Pyramid, access is fairly straightforward on to the range, but on the first day
of 1995, we climbed a spur to 1418 metres midway along, wending through
stunted beech and dodging bluffs. Although we had chosen a line of weakness,
we still had to poke around to get up. The bluffs towards Pyramid bulged like
Popeye’s muscles, big walls with curved edges, protecting mostly easier country above. Parts of Garibaldi Ridge are easy to traverse, but places where the
ridge narrows, such as west of the 1418-metre spur, travel options become
very difficult. Garibaldi Ridge certainly has some challenges to it.
The quartz sandstones of Pyramid give way to limestone in the sandstone
further east, and as we crossed karst country on the ridge plateau, sinkholes
appeared. We trod carefully. This place, on the edge of the Tasman Wilderness,
is like a lost world, and looking over the edge into the abyss we could see the
lower Karamea only about 2 kilometres away, but over 1000 metres lower.
With morning, our route lay along the range, over 1430 metres, and out
to Sandy Peak to pick up a leading ridge down to the Karamea/Silvermine
forks. It wasn’t a good route. Blades of rock, boulders in the bush and scrappy
vegetation on a hot day wore us down, but we reached the river for a swim
about four in the afternoon. Partway down we stumbled across a big timber
beam and a small waterhole. There is more history in these places than one
might suppose.
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